We study the effect of proton irradiation on Ba(Fe 0.96 Co 0.04 ) 2 As 2 superconducting single crystals from combined magnetisation and magnetoresistivity measurements. The study allows the extraction of the values of the apparent pinning energy U 0 of the samples prior to and after irradiation, as well as comparison of the values of U 0 obtained from the flux-flow reversible region with those from the flux-creep irreversible region. Irradiation reduces T c modestly, but significantly reduces U 0 in both regimes: the critical current density J c is modified, most strikingly by the disappearance of the second magnetisation peak after irradiation. Analysis of the functional form of the pinning force and of the temperature dependence of J c for zero field, indicates that proton irradiation in this case has not changed the pinning regime, but has introduced a high density of shallow point-like defects. By consideration of a model that takes into account the effect of disorder on the irreversibility line, the data suggests that irradiation produced a considerable reduction in the average effective disorder overall, consistent with the changes observed in U 0 and J c .
Introduction
Since the discovery of the iron pnictides superconductors [1] , flux-pinning has been widely studied in most of the iron-superconducting systems, in order to evaluate the potential of this material for application [2, 3, 4, 5] . As previously studied in copper based high-T c superconductors [6, 7, 8, 9] , the study of fluxpinning after proton and particle irradiation in pnictides has gained increasing interest [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . Irradiation allows the effect of disorder on the vortex state to be studied by changing the flux-pinning, leading in some cases to the disapearance of the second magnetisation peak, SMP, (often described as the fishtail peak) [10] . Depending on the irradiation dose, it has been shown that the effect of disorder can reduce the value of T c and potentially also change the Fermi level in the bands participating in the pairing mechanism. [20] In this work, we study the effect of proton irradiation on underdoped Ba(Fe 0.96 Co 0.04 ) 2 As 2 single crystals [21, 22] . For Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 system, the underdoped content of Co occur for x<0.06 [22] . The investigation presents a comparative study performed on two crystals from the same batch, with the same superconducting transition temperatures, T c = 13 K, after which one of the crystals was irradiated, producing a drop in the value of the transition temperature, to T c ∼ 12 K and the disappearance of the SMP. The study was conducted by obtaining isothermal resistivity curves as a function of magnetic field and isothermal magnetisation curves as a function of magnetic field and time (isofield magnetic relaxation curves) on both crystals. Results of the analysis allowed the comparison of the effect of irradiation on the activation energy, U 0 , as well as the comparison for each sample, of the values of U 0 obtained from resistivity taken in the reversible regime, with the U 0 values obtained from flux-creep, in the irreversible regime. We also study the effect of irradiation on the normalized volume pinning force, on the temperature dependent behavior of the normalized remanent critical current, and on the irreversible lines which were fitted with an expression [23] that allows the estimation of the disorder within each sample.
Experimental
The high-quality Ba ( grown by the CoAs flux method [21] . Crystal 3 was only studied by electrical transport and was damaged after a unique isothermal M (H) at T = 6 K was obtained. The crystals prior to irradiation exhibit a T c = 13 K with δT c < 1 K. Proton irradiation has been shown to introduce defects, which are recognized to be predominantly of a point defect character, without significantly altering the intrinsic electronic structure of the material [24, 25] . Proton irradiation induces charge carrier scattering, increasing the residual electrical resistivity δρ(0), and lowering both T N , the Neel temperature transition, and T c [24, 26] . In the present study proton irradiation was performed such that a proton dose of 0.5x10 16 cm −2 (crystal 3) and 1.5x10 16 cm −2 (crystal 2) were achieved for the Ba(Fe 0.96 Co 0.04 ) 2 As 2 crystals. Crystal sizes were sufficiently thin (<50 µm) to achieve homogeneous irradiation damage using 3-MeV H+ irradiation according to calculations using the SRIM code. The observed ratio of (δT c /δρ(0)) with irradation, produced a value of -0.02 K(µΩcm) −1 which is significantly lower than the -0.08 K(µΩcm) −1 calculated by Nakajima et al [24] on Ba(Fe 0.955 Co 0.045 ) 2 As 2 . In the present work, the irradiation was conducted at room temperature while in comparable studies low temperature proton irradiation (50 K) was utilized. Taen et al [27] have suggested that the random point defects generated by the irradiation may be annealed out of the structure at room temperature. This possibility is unlikely to have occurred in the present study as the samples were properly thermally anchored by mounting on a large copper block during irradiation avoiding any possible overheating. This is corroborated by the increase of residual resistivity and decrease of T c and T N (as shown below when discussing Fig. 1 ) indicating that additional defects have been consistently created by the irradiation.
All transport measurements were taken using the van der Pauw technique [28] with the magnetic field applied along the c axis and current within the ab plane. Magnetisation measurements as a function of temperature, M (T ), and applied field, M (H), were made with a Quantum Design VSM-9T system. The results were obtained after cooling the crystals from above T c to the desired temperature in zero applied magnetic field (ZFC), after which the magnetic field is applied along the c-axis. Magnetic hysteresis loops were obtained for various temperatures below T c in each crystal, and magnetic relaxation curves were obtained for selected magnetic fields and temperatures over span times extending up to 3 hours. data to the expression F p ≈ h p (1-h) q [31] where p and q are fitting parameters which provide insight into the type of pinning. Moreover p/(p+q) represents the field, h max , for which the maximum value of F p/F p max occurs. Results of the fittings are: p = 0.5 and q = 3.4 for the virgin crystal (Fig. 5a ) and p = 0.36 and q = 2 for the irradiated sample (Fig. 5b) . While the values of p and q for the virgin crystal are difficult to explained in terms of possible values expected for different types of pinning [31] , the values of p and q for the irradiated sample suggest that point pinning dominates in this case. It is interesting to note that the value of h max virtually did not change with irradiation. It should be mentioned that the low value of h max for both samples, suggests that pinning is of δ L pin type (spatial variations in the mean free path of the carriers) for both samples. To check this finding, we plot in Fig. 6 values of the so called remanent state
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as a function of the reduced temperature, T /T c , which are obtained from the remanent magnetisation. It is interesting to observe that the normalised values of J c for both samples almost superpose each other, suggesting that despite the differences observed in U 0 , T c and J c , due to irradiation, the same type of pinning is dominant in both samples. As performed in Ref. [32] we plot in Fig. 6 the values of J c /J c (2K) calculated assuming that pinning is of δ L pin type for which the temperature dependence is given by (1-t 2 ) 2.5 (1+t 2 ) −0.5 (red dotted line) and assuming that pinning is of δ Tc pin type (random variation of T c within the sample volume) which has a temperature dependence given by (1-
5/6 (blue dashed line). A comparison between the curves suggests that δ L pin is the predominant type of pinning for both samples, which agrees with the low value of h max observed for both samples in Fig. 5 .
Finally we present in Fig. 7 netisation become reversible. A simple inspection by eye shows the effect of irradiation on the IL. Since irradiation is usually associated with an increase disorder which in the present case appears in conflict with the large reduction of J c as well U 0 after irradiation, it is interesting to fit the IL of Fig. 7 to an expression presented in ref. [23] , which was developed considering a parameter that measures the disorder (n p ). Solid lines in the curves of Fig. 6 represents the best fit of each IL to the expression,
where t=T /T c is the reduced temperature, b=H/H c2 (0) is the reduced field, n p is a parameter measuring the disorder and Gi is a parameter associated to the Ginzburg number measuring the strength of thermal fluctuations. The best fit to the virgin curve is obtained assuming T c = 13 K producing the values H c2 (0) = 250 kOe, n p = 0.005 and Gi = 5x10 −5 . For the irradiated curve, the best fit is obtained assuming T c = 10 K producing the values H c2 (0) = 130 kOe, n p = 0.0008 and Gi = 5x10 −5 . Similar values of n p , but a relatively lower value of Gi were obtained for Ba(Fe-Ni) 2 As 2 samples [33] . It should be noted that the fittings produced the same value of Gi for both curves, but interestingly a much smaller value of the disorder parameter n p for the irradiated curve, which is consistent with the observed decrease in J c as well as in U 0 after irradiation.
This model suggests that irradiation creates a high density of defects with very low activation pinning energy such that the overall effect is to reduce the average volume pinning and the effective disorder.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our study shows that proton irradiation produced many changes in intrinsic parameters of the superconductor Ba(Fe 0.96 Co 0.04 ) 2 As 2 . We find that irradiation in this case produces an apparent healing of the crystal in that the critical current density, the extracted U 0 and the irreversibility line are all Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Science and Engineering Division.
